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(54) EFFICIENT MESSAGE COMBINING COMMUNICATION EXCHANGE SYSTEM

(57) A method of compressing messages into a mes-
sage block is provided. The method includes monitoring
a router queue of a first communication hub for short
messages that are waiting to be transmitted to the same
second communication hub. A short message is a mes-
sage that contains less characters than a maximum
number of characters allowed in a user data block of the

message block. At least two short messages monitored
in the router queue waiting to be transmitted to the same
second communication hub are combined when a com-
bined message character number is less than the max-
imum number of characters allowed in the user data block
of the message block. The message block with the com-
bined at least two messages is then transmitted.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] Communication networks implement communi-
cation hubs that communication messages between
themselves. The messages are processed at each com-
munication hub according by specific protocols set by
the communication network as the message traverses
the network from its origin to its destination. An example
communication network is an aircraft to/from ground sys-
tem communication system such as the Aircraft Commu-
nication Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS).
ACARS is a message system used to communicate rel-
atively short messages between the aircraft and ground
stations via airband radio or satellite such as Very High
Frequency (VHF), High Frequency (HF) and Satellite
Communications (SATCOM). Due to increased messag-
es being communicated between modern aircraft and
ground stations bandwidth limitations occur. As a result,
message exchange may be slower thereby causing mes-
sages to get queued in ACARS routers. The queuing of
the messages increases the time to deliver and receive
messages.
[0002] For the reasons stated above and for other rea-
sons stated below which will become apparent to those
skilled in the art upon reading and understanding the
present specification, there is a need in the art for and
efficient and effective system that increases messages
exchange rates between communication hubs in a com-
munication network.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

[0003] The above-mentioned problems of current sys-
tems are addressed by embodiments of the present in-
vention and will be understood by reading and studying
the following specification. The following summary is
made by way of example and not by way of limitation. It
is merely provided to aid the reader in understanding
some of the aspects of the invention.
[0004] Embodiments combine short messages into a
compressed message to limit the number of messages
that need to be communicated between communication
hubs.
[0005] In one embodiment, a method of communicat-
ing between communication hubs using communication
messages is provided. Each communication message
has a set maximum character size that includes at least
a header, a user data block and a suffix. The method
includes monitoring a router queue in a first communica-
tion hub for a plurality of messages to be sent to a second
communication hub. Short messages in the plurality of
messages to be sent to the second communication hub
are identified that have less than the maximum character
size. It is determined if set limitations exist on each iden-
tified short message of the plurality of messages to be
sent to the second communication hub that would pre-

vent user data of the short message from being combined
with user data from at least one other short message.
User data in short messages in the user data block that
do not have any of the set limitations and when combined
are not over the maximum character size into a combined
message with a new header are combined. The new
header indicates the combined message contains com-
bined user data of the combined short messages. The
combined message is communicated to the second com-
munication hub, which may decompress them into mul-
tiple messages again.
[0006] In another embodiment, a method of compress-
ing messages into a message block is provided. The
method includes monitoring a router queue of a first com-
munication hub for short messages that are waiting to be
transmitted to the same second communication hub. A
short message is a message that contains less charac-
ters than a maximum number of characters allowed in a
user data block of the message block. At least two short
messages monitored in the router queue waiting to be
transmitted to the same second communication hub are
combined when a combined message character number
is less than the maximum number of characters allowed
in the user data block of the message block. The mes-
sage block with the combined at least two messages is
then transmitted.
[0007] In another embodiment, a communication hub
is provided. The communication hub includes a trans-
ceiver, at least one communication router, at least one
memory and at least one controller. The transceiver is
configured to transmit and receive messages. The at
least one communication router includes a routing queue,
the routing queue is configured to buffer messages while
the messages wait their turn to be transmitted by the
transceiver. The at least one memory is used to at least
in part store operating instructions. The at least one con-
troller is configured to execute the operating instructions
stored in the at least one memory. The at least one con-
troller is configured to execute the operating instructions
to monitor the router queue of the communication hub
for short messages that are waiting to be transmitted to
a same remote communication hub. A short message is
a message that contains less characters in a user data
block of the message than a maximum number of char-
acters allowed in the user data block. The at least one
controller is further configured to execute the operating
instructions to compress messages by combining at least
two short messages monitored in the router queue wait-
ing to be transmitted to the same remote communication
hub when a combined message character number of the
at least two short messages is less than a maximum
number of characters allowed in a user data block of a
compressed message.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] The present invention can be more easily un-
derstood and further advantages and uses thereof will
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be more readily apparent, when considered in view of
the detailed description and the following figures in which:

Figure 1 illustrates a block diagram of a communi-
cation network of an embodiment;

Figure 2 illustrates a standard aircraft communica-
tion addressing and reporting system message block
of the prior art;

Figure 3A illustrates example messages of an em-
bodiment;

Figure 3B illustrates a compressed message of an
embodiment;

Figure 4A illustrates a message processing flow di-
agram of an embodiment;

Figure 4B illustrates a transmission delay flow dia-
gram of an embodiment;

Figure 5 illustrates a message compression flow di-
agram of an embodiment; and

Figure 6 illustrates a message decompression flow
diagram of an embodiment.

[0009] In accordance with common practice, the vari-
ous described features are not drawn to scale but are
drawn to emphasize specific features relevant to the
present invention. Reference characters denote like el-
ements throughout Figures and text.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0010] In the following detailed description, reference
is made to the accompanying drawings, which form a
part hereof, and in which is shown by way of illustration
specific embodiments in which the inventions may be
practiced. These embodiments are described in suffi-
cient detail to enable those skilled in the art to practice
the invention, and it is to be understood that other em-
bodiments may be utilized and that changes may be
made without departing from the spirit and scope of the
present invention. The following detailed description is,
therefore, not to be taken in a limiting sense, and the
scope of the present invention is defined only by the
claims and equivalents thereof.
[0011] Embodiments of the present invention provide
a method of combining short messages together before
they are transmitted to reduce the overall number of mes-
sage that need to be transmitted between communication
hubs. Referring to Figure 1, an example communication
network 100 of an embodiment is illustrated. In this ex-
ample communication network 100, a first communica-
tion hub 102 is in communication with a second remote
communication hub 120. In an example embodiment, the

first communication hub may be an aircraft 102 and the
second communication hub may be a ground station 120.
Although only two communication hubs are illustrates in
the communication network 100 of Figure 1, any number
of communication hubs more than one can be used in a
communication network. Moreover, the communication
network may implement the use of multipath communi-
cation links to get a message from a source communi-
cation hub to a destination communication hub. In addi-
tion, there may be multiple components between the
communication hubs such as, but not limited to, routers,
bridges, etc.
[0012] Each communication hub 102 and 120 in the
example embodiment of Figure 1 includes at least one
controller 101 and 122 and at least one memory 103 and
124 respectfully. In general, each of the controllers 101
and 122 of the respective communication hubs 102 and
103 may include any one or more of a processor, micro-
processor, a digital signal processor (DSP), an applica-
tion specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field program
gate array (FPGA), or equivalent discrete or integrated
logic circuitry. In some example embodiments, control-
lers 101 and 122 may include multiple components, such
as any combination of one or more microprocessors, one
or more controllers, one or more DSPs, one or more
ASICs, one or more FPGAs, as well as other discrete or
integrated logic circuitry. The functions attributed to the
controllers 101 and 122 herein may be embodied as soft-
ware, firmware, hardware or any combination thereof.
The controllers 102 and 120 may be part of a system
controller or a component controller. Each memory 103
and 124 of the respective communication hubs 102 and
120 may include computer-readable operating instruc-
tions that, when executed by the respective controllers
101 and 122 provide functions of the communication hub
102 or 120. Such functions may include the functions of
communications described below. The computer reada-
ble instructions may be encoded within the memory 103
and 124 of the respective communication hub 102 and
120. Memories 103 and 124 may comprise computer
readable storage media including any volatile, nonvola-
tile, magnetic, optical, or electrical media, such as, but
not limited to, a random access memory (RAM), read-
only memory (ROM), non-volatile RAM (NVRAM), elec-
trically-erasable programmable ROM (EEPROM), flash
memory, or any other storage medium.
[0013] Communication hub 102 further includes sys-
tem applications 104-1 through 104-n. In the aircraft ex-
ample embodiment, the system applications 104-1
through 104-n may generate system information, such
as but not limited to, weather information, vehicle per-
formance information, traffic information, position infor-
mation, operations information, etc. The system applica-
tions 104-1 through 104-n may also receive pertinent in-
formation from outside sources such as from communi-
cation hub 120 (which may be a ground station). This
information is passed between the communication hubs
by messages illustrated as messages 106-1 through 106-
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n. In the situation where the system applications 104-1
and 104-n generate the messages 106-1 through 106-n
that are to be transmitted to the second communication
hub 120, the messages are communicated to a queue
110 (or buffer). A router 108 of the first communication
hub 108 gathers messages 106-1 through 106-n gener-
ated by the system applications 104-1 through 104-n in
the queue 110 to be transmitted and directs received
messages to their respective destination system appli-
cations 104-1 through 104-n. Messages can get backed
up in the queue. One reason for a backup in systems that
require an acknowledgment exchange before transmis-
sion of the message, is when an acknowledgment is not
received back right way. A transceiver 112 transmits
messages 106-1 through 106n to a remote destination
node (such as the second communication hub 120) when
it is the messages turn to be transmitted. In an embodi-
ment, the router 108 and the transceiver 112 is under
control of the controller 101. The controller 101 imple-
ments instructions stored in the memory 103 in control-
ling the router 108 and transceiver 112 which are typically
in separate avionic boxes. In one embodiment, the router
108 is an Aircraft Addressing and Reporting System
(ACARS) router 106. In embodiments, compression/de-
compression application 105 stored in the memory 103
is implemented by the controller 101. In the situation
where messages 106-1 through 106-n are generated by
the respective system application 104-1 through 104-n
and are to be transmitted to a remote communication hub
(such as the second communication hub 120) the com-
pression/decompression application 105 selectively
combines short messages waiting in the routing queue
110 to be transmitted as described in detail below. In the
situation where the first communication hub 102 receives
a combined message 115 that is to be delivered to at
least one of the system applications 104-1 through 104-
n, the compression/decompression application 105 de-
compresses the combined message 115 in the routing
queue 110. The router 108 then routes the decom-
pressed messages 106-1 through 106-n to the correct
system application 104-1 through 104-n.
[0014] The second communication hub 120 may have
similar features. For example, as illustrated in Figure 1,
the second communication hub also has system appli-
cations 126-1 through 126-n that generate and receive
information in the form of the messages 106-1 through
106-n. The second communication hub 120 may include
a router 128 that includes a queue 130 or buffer. The
second communication hub further includes a transceiv-
er 126 to transmit and receive massages such as com-
bined message 115. In an embodiment where the second
hub is a ground station, the transceiver 126 may be at a
remote location from the hub with a network providing
communications between the hub and the transceiver
126. Further, the second communication hub 120 in-
cludes a message compression/decompression applica-
tion 125 used to compress small messages 106-1
through 106-n to be transmitted to the same communi-

cation hub and decompress a combined message 115
to be communicated to the system applications 126-1
through 126-n. Further still, in other embodiments, a hub,
such as hub 120, may only include one of a compression
or decompression application. Moreover, the second
communication hub 120 in an example of Figure 1, may
only include a controller 122 to implement a decompres-
sion application 125 to direct decompressed messages
to their respective system application. An addition as dis-
cussed above, the controllers 101 and 122 may be an
overall system controller or may just a controller of a func-
tion of the communication hub such as but not limited to,
a router controller. Moreover, memory 103 and 124 may
be part of an overall system memory or may by a memory
specific to a function of the communication hub, such as
but not limited to, a router memory.
[0015] As discussed above, in an embodiment, the
communication network 100 may include an aircraft 102
to ground station 120 or aircraft 102 to aircraft 102 net-
work. Moreover, the communication network may include
a ground network. For example, part of the network may
include a ground network with a service provider that
includes a router that is in communication with the ground
station and a network connection to hub on the ground.
A standard ACARS communication block of the prior art
is illustrated in Figure 2 to provided further background.
As illustrated, the standard ACARS block 200 includes
an initial protocol identifier (IPI) 202, an extended initial
protocol identifier (EIPI) 204, an aeronautical radio, in-
corporated (ARINC) 618 header 206, a user data block
208 and an ACARS suffix 210. The ARINC 618 header
206 includes a start of header (SOH) 206a, a mode char-
acter 206b that indicates in a downlink whether the mes-
sage is intended for a specific ground station or all ground
stations in a coverage area, an aircraft registration 206c
identifier, a tech acknowledgment message 206d, a
header label 206e that is used to describe the message
and is used to indicate the classification of the contents
of the message being transmitted as well as message
routing and address information, an uplink block identifier
(UBI) 206f and a start of text (STX) 206g sub-block. The
ACARS suffix 210 includes an end of block/end of text
marker (ETB/ETX) 210a, a check sum (CRC) 210b to
ensure the block is error free and an end of message
designated as DEL 210c. The user data block 208 in the
ACARS standard block 200 has a maximum characters
length of 220 characters.
[0016] Referring to Figure 3A, example embodiment
messages 307-1, 307-2 and 307-3 that are to be com-
pressed into a single message block are illustrated. Mes-
sage 307-1 includes label 301 and message data 302
that is 44 characters in size. Message 307-2 includes
label 303 and message data 304 that is 22 characters in
size. Message 307-3 in this example, includes label 305
and message data 306 that is 77 characters in size. In
this example, if the three messages 307-1, 307-2 and
307-3 are in a respective routing queue 110 or 130 to be
transmitted to the same destination, the respective mes-
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sage compression application 105 or 125 is implemented
to combine the message 307-1, 307-2 and 307-3 if pos-
sible. In this scenario, the total number of characters in
the three messages 306-1, 306-2 and 306-3 is 143 (plus
label and message separators as discussed below) is
less than the maximum allowed characters in the user
data block of an ACARS message (220 characters).
Hence, provided there is no reason to not combine the
messages 307-1, 307-2 and 307-3 (as discussed below),
the respective controller 101 or 122 implements the re-
spective message compression application 105 or 125
to combine the messages 307-1, 307-2 and 307-3.
[0017] An example of an ACARS message block 300
with combined messages of an embodiment is illustrated
in Figure 3B. The combined message (or compressed
message) 300 includes messages 307-1, 307-2 and
307-3 in this example. In particular, the user data block
330 includes the message data 302, 304 and 306 of mes-
sages 307-1, 307-2 and 307-3 in the user data block 330
of the compressed message 300. As illustrated, the com-
pressed message 300 includes an IPI 310, an EIPI 312,
and an ARINC 618 header 314. The ARINC header 618
in this example embodiment includes a SOH 314a, a
mode character 314b, an aircraft registration 314, a tech
ACK 314d, a message compression label 314c and an
UBI 314d. The message compression label 314c in-
cludes an indication that the compressed message 300
includes multiple messages in an embodiment. After the
UBI 314d, the message data of the messages 307-1,
307-2 and 307-3 are separated by message separators
316 and 318 in the user data block 330. In particular, first
the first label 301 of the first message 307-1 is included
followed by the first message data 302. A first message
separator 316 is used to separate the first message data
302 from the label 303 of the second message 307-2.
The second message data 304 is then included with a
second message separator 318 separating the second
message data 304 from the label 305 of the third mes-
sage 307-3. After the third message data 306, the
ACARS suffix 320 similar to ACARS suffix 210 is used
to signal the end of the message. The first message sep-
arator 316 and the second message separator 318 are
used by the respective message decompression appli-
cation 105 to separate out the different messages from
the combined messages. The respective labels 310, 303
and 305 use up two characters each and the message
separators 316 and 318 use up one character each in
this example embodiment. Hence, a total size of the com-
bined messages in this embodiment is 143 characters
for the combined message data 302, 304 and 306 plus
six characters for the labels 301, 303 and 305 and two
characters for the message separators 316 and 318 for
a total of 151 characters which is below the maximum
allowed for a user data block of an ACARS message.
Although, the above example, illustrates the combination
of three messages in a compressed message any
number of messages can be combined provided the total
number of characters in the message data of messages,

the associated message labels and the message sepa-
rators is less than or equal to the maximum number of
characters allowed in the user data block of the combined
message. The above sets out one example of formatting
the combined short messages. Other ways of formatting
the combined short messages are contemplated and
hence the present invention is not limited to one method
of formatting the short combined messages.
[0018] Referring to Figure 4A, a message processing
flow diagram 400 of one embodiment is illustrated. The
message processing flow diagram 400 illustrates an im-
plementation of a compression part of a message com-
pression/decompression application, such as message
compression/decompression application 105 of the first
communication hub 102. The message processing flow
diagram 400 starts by monitoring a router queue in a first
communication hub, such as queue 110 of router 108 of
the first communication (402). It is then determined if a
plurality of messages to the same destination hub are
then currently stored in the queue 110 waiting to be trans-
mitted (404). This is done in one embodiment by review-
ing the ACARS 618 header which would include desti-
nation information. ACARS downlinks have labels or la-
bel/sub-labels combinations that indicate the destination
hub. The controller 101, in an embodiment, reads the
label or label/sub-label definitions to determine which
messages go to the same destination hub. In one em-
bodiment this is done by configuring the controller to
know which messages could be combine via database,
hardcoded, etc. Uplinks have aircraft identifiers. If mes-
sages are going to the same hub (i.e. aircraft in this ex-
ample) then they can be combined if there is not limitation
to the combination as discussed below. If there is not a
plurality of messages to the same destination hub then
currently stored in the destination hub at step (404), the
process continues monitoring the queue 110 at step
(402). If it is determined that a plurality of messages to
the same destination hub (such as, but not limited to, a
ground station) are then currently stored in the queue
110 waiting to be transmitted at step (404), it is then de-
termined if two or more messages are short messages
(406). A short message, as described above, is a mes-
sage that has less than the number of maximum charac-
ters allowed in the user data block of the ACARS block.
[0019] If it is determined that two or more messages
are not short messages at step (406), the process con-
tinues at step (402) monitoring the router queue. If it is
determined that two or more messages are short mes-
sages at step (406), it is then determined if any one of
the two or more short messages have limitations on their
combination (408). In the aeronautic realm, due to safety
concerns certain types of safety massages should not
be combined with other messages. Moreover, messages
having a final destination that are different (for example,
different airline hosts in the downlinks) may not be com-
bined in an embodiment. If it is determined that any one
of the two or more short messages have limitations on
their combination at step (408), it is then determined if it
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is either of the messages turn to be transmitted at step
(418). If it is the turn of one of the messages to be trans-
mitted, the message is transmitted at step (420), other-
wise the process again continues monitoring the router
queue at step (402). If it is determined that any one of
the two or more short messages do not have limitations
on their combination at step (408), it is then determined
if the combined messages have more characters than
the maximum number of characters allowed for a mes-
sage (410). If it is determined that the combined mes-
sages have more characters than the maximum number
of characters allowed for a message at step (410), the
messages are not combined and it is then determined if
it is either of the messages turn to be transmitted at step
(418). If it is the turn of one of the messages to be trans-
mitted, the message is transmitted at step (420), other-
wise the process again continues monitoring the router
queue at step (402).
[0020] If it is determined that the combined messages
have less characters than the maximum number of char-
acters allowed for a message at step (410), the messages
are combined (412). An example of a combined message
(i.e. compressing) is provided above in view of Figure 3A
and 3B. After the messages are combined, it is then de-
termined, in an embodiment, if it is at least one of the
messages in the combined messages turn to be trans-
mitted (414) and the router queue is further monitored at
step (402) for additional messages to combine. If it is not
the turn of at least one of the message in the combined
messages to be transmitted at step (414), the combined
message waits in the router queue until it is its turn to be
transmitted. When it is determined that it is time to trans-
mit the combined message at step (414), the combined
message is transmitted (416). In one embodiment, once
the messages are combined and ready to transmit, the
system keeps checking to see if any other messages to
the same destination are entered into the queue before
the transmit time of one of the combined messages is
reached. If there is, the newly entered messages in the
queue are combined into the message if allowable. More-
over, in yet another embodiment, the combining of mes-
sages do not take place until it is the turn of a message
to be transmitted. In this embodiment, once it is the turn
of a message to be transmitted, the remaining messages
in the queue are look at to determine if they can be com-
bined with the message who turn it is to be transmitted.
If they can be combined, they are combined with the mes-
sage and then transmitted.
[0021] Further still, in one embodiment, when it is the
turn of one first short message directed to a specific des-
tination communication hub in the router queue to be
transmitted, it is determined if the transmission of the
message can be delayed for a period of time to see if at
least one more short message gets placed in the queue
to the specific destination communication hub that can
be combined with the one first short message. This em-
bodiment is illustrated in the transmission delay flow di-
agram 430 of Figure 4B. In this example embodiment,

the router queue is monitored for messages to be trans-
mitted. When it is a messages turn to be transmitted
(434), it is determined if it is a short message (436). If it
is not a short message, it is transmitted (446). If it is de-
termined to be a short message at step (436), it is deter-
mined if it is a message in which the transmission can
be delayed at step (438). Hence this step determines if
the message includes critical or priority data that needs
to be sent right away or data that does not need to be
transmitted right away. If it is determined that the data
contained in the message needs to be transmitted right
away at step (438), the message is transmitted (446). If
it is determined the data can be delayed at step (438),
the routing queue is monitored for a select period of time
to see if another short message to the specific destination
communication hub is received. If another short message
to the specific destination communication hub is detected
at step (440), the process continues at step (408) in the
compression flow diagram 400 of Figure 4A (442). If an-
other short message to the specific destination commu-
nication hub is not detected before the end of the time
period at step (444), the message is transmitted at step
(446).
[0022] As discussed above in embodiments the con-
troller, such as controller 101 of the first communication
hub 102 and controller 122 of the second communication
hub 120, selectively compresses short messages into a
single message block as stated in step (412) of Figure
4A. Figure 5 illustrates an example message compres-
sion flow diagram 500 in view of the message block 300
example of Figure 3B. As illustrated in Figure 5, the mes-
sage compression flow diagram starts by indicating mes-
sage compression in the header label 314c of the header
314 of the message block 300 (502). The message com-
pression indicates to a reader of the message block 300
that the message block contains more than one mes-
sage. In one embodiment, the message compression la-
bel 314c indicates the number of the messages con-
tained in the user data block 330 of the message block.
In one embodiment, more than one special label is used
in situations where multiple destination hubs is desired.
A message label 301 for the first message in then created
(504). The first message label 301 and associate mes-
sage 302 are then placed in the user date block 330 (560).
It is then determined if it is the end of the messages at
step (508). If it is determined it is not the end of the mes-
sages at block (508), a message separator 316 is placed
in the user data block 330 (510). Another message label
303 is then created for the next message 304 at step
(504). This second message label 303 and second mes-
sage 304 are then placed in the user data block 330 with
the separator 316 positioned between the first message
302 and the next, second message label 303 (508). It is
then again determined if it is the end of the compression
at step (508). If it is not the end of the compression, an-
other message separator 318 is created and placed in
the user data block 330. Another, message label is then
created (such as a third message label 305) (504). The
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third message label 305 and an associated third mes-
sage 306 are then placed in the user data block 330 with
the message separator positioned between the second
message 304 and the third label 305 (506). In an embod-
iment, since each message in the queue will have its own
label, only one new label indicating the combined mes-
sages needs to be created. Hence, in this embodiment,
the message labels in the queue are used as the first,
second and third message labels 301, 303 and 305. If it
then determines that it is the end of the compression (i.
e. no more messages to add) at step (508), the process
ends (512). Although, the above example combines three
messages into the user data block, any number of mes-
sages with message labels and separators having a total
number of characters equal to or under the maximum
number of characters allowed in the user data block can
be used as discussed above.
[0023] As discussed above, when a communication
hub (such as communication hub 102 or communication
hub 120) receives a message block 300, the message
block 300 needs to be decompressed if it contains more
than one message. An example, decompression flow di-
agram 600 is illustrated in Figure 6. In the example, the
process starts when receiving a message block 300
(602). The header label 314c of the block header 314c
is read at block (604). It is determined if the header label
604 indicates that the user data block 330 includes more
than one message at step (606). If the leader label 604
does not indicate message compression at step (606),
the message block is treated as a message block with a
single message and processed accordingly. If the leader
label 604 does indicate message compression at step
(606), a first message label is read at step (608) and the
first message is extracted (610). The extraction of the
first message continues until a message separator 316
is encountered at step (612). The message separator
indicates the end of the first message 302. Upon detec-
tion of the message separator 316 at step (612), the first
message 302 is communicated to an application system
that it is directed to (615). The next message label is read
at step (614). The associated message (such as the sec-
ond message 304) is then extracted at (step 616) until
either an end of message indicator is reached (618) (such
as an ETX 210a in a suffix 210) or a message separator
318 is reached (620). Once a message separator is
reached at step (620), the message, such as the second
message 304 is communicated to an associated appli-
cation system it is directed to at step (615) and the proc-
ess then continues at step (614) reading the next mes-
sage label, such as the third message label 305 and ex-
tracting the third message 306 at step (618). Once an
end of message indicator is reached at step (618), the
message, such as the third message 306 is communi-
cated to an associated application system it is direct to
at step (615).

EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

[0024]

Example 1 includes a method of communicating be-
tween communication hubs using communication
messages, each communication message having a
set maximum character size that includes at least a
header, a user data block and a suffix, the method
comprising: monitoring a router queue in a first com-
munication hub for a plurality of messages to be sent
to a second communication hub, identifying short
messages in the plurality of messages to be sent to
the second communication hub that have less than
the maximum character size, determining if set lim-
itations exist on each identified short message of the
plurality of messages to be sent to the second com-
munication hub that would prevent user data of the
short message from being combined with user data
from at least one other short message, combining
user data in short messages in the user data block
that do not have any of the set limitations and when
combined are not over the maximum character size
into a combined message with a new header, the
new header indicating the combined message con-
tains combined user data of the combined short mes-
sages, and communicating the combined message
to the second communication hub.

Example 2 includes the method of example 1, further
comprising: when only one short message to be
transmitted to the second communication hub is
monitored in the routing queue, determining if the
one short message can wait for communication for
a select period of time, when the one short message
can wait for communication to the second commu-
nication hub, waiting the select period of time before
communicating the one short message to the second
communication hub, and when a second short mes-
sage is received at the routing queue before the end
of the select period of time, combining at least the
first and second short messages and communicating
the combined first and second short messages to
the second communication hub.

Example 3 includes the method of any of the Exam-
ples 1-2, wherein the first communication hub and
the second communication hub are part of an aircraft
communication addressing and reporting system.

Example 4 includes the method of any of the Exam-
ples 1-3, wherein the set limitations relate to safety
concerns.

Example 5 includes the method of any of the Exam-
ples 1-4, wherein the set limitations relate to different
final message routing destinations.
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Example 6 includes the method of any of the Exam-
ples 1-5, further comprising: separating the short
messages with at least one message separator.

Example 7 includes the method of any of the Exam-
ples 1-6, further comprising: separating out the com-
bined user data in the combined message at the sec-
ond communication hub.

Example 8 includes the method of any of the Exam-
ples 1-7, wherein separating out the combined user
data in the combine message at the second commu-
nication hub further comprises: reading the new
header of the combined message, extracting each
message of the combined message, the combined
messages being separated by at least one message
separator, and communicating each extracted mes-
sage to an associated application system.

Example 9 includes a method of compressing mes-
sages into a message block, the method comprising:
monitoring a router queue of a first communication
hub for short messages that are waiting to be trans-
mitted to the same second communication hub,
wherein a short message is a message that contains
less characters than a maximum number of charac-
ters allowed in a user data block of the message
block, combining at least two short messages mon-
itored in the router queue waiting to be transmitted
to the same second communication hub when a
combined message character number is less than
the maximum number of characters allowed in the
user data block of the message block, and transmit-
ting the message block with the combined at least
two messages.

Example 10 includes the method of Example 9, fur-
ther comprising: preventing compression of short
message having defined limitations to compression.

Example 11 includes the method of any of the Ex-
amples 9-10, further comprising: when only one
short message to be transmitted to the second com-
munication hub is monitored in the routing queue,
determining if the one short message can wait for
communication for a select period of time, and when
a second short message is received at the routing
queue before the end of the select period of time,
combining at least the first and second short mes-
sages and communicating the combined first and
second short messages to the second communica-
tion hub.

Example 12 includes the method of any of the Ex-
amples 9-11, further comprising: indicating message
compression in a header label of a header of the
message block, and placing message separators
between combined messages.

Example 13 includes the method of any of the Ex-
amples 9-11, further wherein the combining of the
at least two short messages monitored in the router
queue waiting to be transmitted to the same second
communication hub when a combined message
character number is less than the maximum number
of characters allowed in the user data block of the
message block further comprises: combining of the
at least two short messages monitored in the router
queue waiting to be transmitted to the same second
communication hub when a combined message
character number plus characters for the message
separators and message labels are less than the
maximum number of characters allowed in the user
data block of the message block.

Example 14 includes the method of any of the Ex-
amples 9-13, further comprising: transmitting the
message block when it is at least one of the short
messages turn to be transmitted.

Example 15 includes a communication hub compris-
ing: a transceiver configured to transmit and receive
messages, at least one communication router hav-
ing a routing queue, the routing queue configured to
buffer messages while the messages wait their turn
to be transmitted via the transceiver, at least one
memory to at least in part store operating instruc-
tions, and at least one controller configured to exe-
cute the operating instructions stored in the at least
one memory, the at least one controller configured
to execute the operating instructions to monitor the
router queue of the communication hub for short
messages that are waiting to be transmitted to a
same remote communication hub, wherein a short
message is a message that contains less characters
in a user data block of the message than a maximum
number of characters allowed in the user data block,
the at least one controller further configured to exe-
cute the operating instructions to compress messag-
es by combining at least two short messages mon-
itored in the router queue waiting to be transmitted
to the same remote communication hub when a com-
bined message character number of the at least two
short messages is less than a maximum number of
characters allowed in a user data block of a com-
pressed message.

Example 16 includes the communication hub of the
Example 15, wherein the at least one controller is
configured to send a message to the transmitter to
transmit the combined message when it is the turn
of at least one of the at least two short messages to
be transmitted.

Example 17 includes the communication hub of any
of the Examples 15-16, further comprising: a plurality
of different system applications generating the mes-
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sages.

Example 18 includes the communication hub of any
of the Examples 15-17, wherein the at least one con-
troller is configured to execute the operating instruc-
tions to prevent the combining of short messages
with select defined limitations.

Example 19 includes the communication hub of any
of the Examples 15-18, wherein the at least one con-
troller is configured to execute the operating instruc-
tions to count the characters in the short messages,
message labels and message separators in deter-
mining if the combined at least two short messages
have less than the maximum number of characters
allowed in the user data block of the combined mes-
sage.

Example 20 includes the communication hub of any
of the Examples 15-19, wherein the at least one con-
troller is configured to execute the operating instruc-
tions to decompress received compressed messag-
es through the transceiver.

[0025] Although specific embodiments have been il-
lustrated and described herein, it will be appreciated by
those of ordinary skill in the art that any arrangement,
which is calculated to achieve the same purpose, may
be substituted for the specific embodiment shown. This
application is intended to cover any adaptations or vari-
ations of the present invention. Therefore, it is manifestly
intended that this invention be limited only by the claims
and the equivalents thereof.

Claims

1. A method of compressing messages into a message
block (300), the method comprising:

monitoring a router queue (110) of a first com-
munication hub (102) for short messages that
are waiting to be transmitted to the same second
communication hub (120), wherein a short mes-
sage is a message that contains less characters
than a maximum number of characters allowed
in a user data block (133) of the message block
(300);
combining at least two short messages moni-
tored in the router queue (110) waiting to be
transmitted to the same second communication
hub (120) when a combined message character
number is less than the maximum number of
characters allowed in the user data block (330)
of the message block (300); and
transmitting the message block (300) with the
combined at least two messages.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

preventing compression of short message hav-
ing defined limitations to compression.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

when only one short message to be transmitted
to the second communication hub (120) is mon-
itored in the routing queue (110), determining if
the one short message can wait for communi-
cation for a select period of time; and
when a second short message is received at the
routing queue (110) before the end of the select
period of time, combining at least the first and
second short messages and communicating the
combined first and second short messages to
the second communication hub (120).

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

indicating message compression in a header la-
bel (314c) of a header (314) of the message
block (300); and
placing message separators (316, 318) be-
tween combined messages.

5. The method of claim 4, further wherein the combining
of the at least two short messages monitored in the
router queue (110) waiting to be transmitted to the
same second communication hub (120) when a com-
bined message character number is less than the
maximum number of characters allowed in the user
data block (330) of the message block (300) further
comprises:

combining of the at least two short messages
monitored in the router queue (110) waiting to
be transmitted to the same second communica-
tion hub (120) when a combined message char-
acter number plus characters for the message
separators (316, 318) and message labels (301,
303 and 305) are less than the maximum
number of characters allowed in the user data
block (330) of the message block (300).

6. A communication hub (102) comprising:

a transceiver (112) configured to transmit and
receive messages;
at least one communication router (108) having
a routing queue (110), the routing queue (110)
configured to buffer messages while the mes-
sages wait their turn to be transmitted by the
transceiver (112);
at least one memory (103) to at least in part store
operating instructions; and
at least one controller (101) configured to exe-
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cute the operating instructions stored in the at
least one memory (103), the at least one con-
troller (101) configured to execute the operating
instructions to monitor the router queue (110) of
the communication hub (102) for short messag-
es that are waiting to be transmitted to a same
remote communication hub (120), wherein a
short message is a message that contains less
characters in a user data block (330) of the mes-
sage than a maximum number of characters al-
lowed in the user data block (330), the at least
one controller (101) further configured to exe-
cute the operating instructions to compress
messages by combining at least two short mes-
sages monitored in the router queue (110) wait-
ing to be transmitted to the same remote com-
munication hub (120) when a combined mes-
sage character number of the at least two short
messages is less than a maximum number of
characters allowed in a user data block (330) of
a compressed message (300).

7. The communication hub of claim 6, wherein the at
least one controller (101) is configured to operate
the transmitter (112) to transmit the combined mes-
sage when it is the turn of at least one of the at least
two short messages to be transmitted.

8. The communication hub of claim 6, wherein the at
least one controller (101) is configured to execute
the operating instructions to prevent the combining
of short messages with select defined limitations.

9. The communication hub of claim 6, wherein the at
least one controller (101) is configured to execute
the operating instructions to count the characters in
the short messages, message labels and message
separators in determining if the combined at least
two short messages have less than the maximum
number of characters allowed in the user data block
(330) of the combined message (300).

10. The communication hub of claim 6, wherein the at
least one controller (101) is configured to execute
the operating instructions to decompress received
compressed messages through the transceiver
(112).
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